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[1～13: 1 point each]

[1-4] Choose the one that best completes the sentence.

1. Galileo’s view of the universe was _______ and thus, he was

almost convicted; his view is now regarded as canonical.

① superficial ② heretical ③ cursory ④ orthodox

2. In theory, internet users can _______ location restrictions by

using software that hides where their computer is based.

① intensify ② observe ③ circumvent ④ fluctuate

3. Foreign language speakers can be very advanced in most

aspects of speaking ability and yet be _______ due to

pronunciation errors.

① ungainly ② unintelligible ③ inadvertent ④ indigenous

4. The player punched the ball into the goal, a(n) _______ violation

of the rules seen by nearly everyone but the referee.

① blatant ② unintentional ③ ambiguous ④ hidden

[5-9] Choose the one that best replaces the underlined word.

5. There was a tacit agreement among survivors not to mention

their traumatic experiences.

① expressed ② implied ③ outspoken ④ unanimous

6. News on the internet is not so much fact but rather a flood of

meaningless celebrity gossip and mendacious political

propaganda.

① provocative ② reasonable ③ aggressive ④ deceitful

7. Many parents who do not spend much time with their children

often try to assuage guilt by buying toys for them.

① mitigate ② justify ③ exonerate ④ vindicate

8. The way the court construes various words has changed over

time.

① composes ② interprets ③ coins ④ enumerates

9. The conference organizer was prodigal with the national grant,

spending thousands of dollars on unimportant projects.

① profligate ② prosaic ③ proficient ④ prodigious

[10-13] Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the

CONTEXTUAL meaning of the underlined word.

10. The room was austere and neat, containing only a bed and a

rocking chair.

① barren ② destitute ③ stern ④ unadorned

11. Many narrators wrote only reluctantly, suspecting that their life

stories were too mundane to be of any interest to anybody.

① ordinary ② secular ③ earthly ④ material

12. Over the years, they have carefully avoided tapping into their

home equity for unnecessary expenses.

① ownership ② fairness ③ value ④ stock

13. European countries are increasingly reluctant to grant asylum

to refugees from war-torn countries.

① sanatorium ② institution ③ haven ④ retreat

[14～17: 1.5 points each]

[14-15] Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the

given sentence.

14. If you like K-pop, that’s all the more reason for coming to the

show.

① Once you go to the show, you will surely like K-pop.

② You don’t need many reasons to go to the K-pop show.

③ Your liking for K-pop is an added reason to see the show.

④ The show will be fun whether you like K-pop or not.

15. She supposed maturity meant recognizing what was really

important.

① Identifying things of true importance was what she felt

defined maturity.

② Supposed maturity is the recognition of truly important

things in her view.

③ She believed that maturity is the supposition of importance

in real things.

④ Recognizing supposed maturity is what she thinks is really

important.

[16-17] Choose the one that best completes the sentence.

16. The people detained at the center are _______ today that the

abuse must not continue.

① making it known ② making it knowing

③ making it knows ④ making it know

17. Many of the former patients remain anonymous, but allege

_______ which surgical procedures would be performed on

them, not receiving pain medication after surgery, among other

allegations.

① to be uninformed by ② to have uninformed

③ being uninformed about ④ being uninformed

[18～30: 2 points each]

[18-19] Choose the one that makes the sentence

grammatically INCORRECT.

18. Human understanding, when it ①has once adopted an opinion,

either as being the received opinion ②and as being agreeable

to itself, ③draws everything else to support and ④agree with it.

19. Not ①seeing any video games the kids ②wanting and

③acknowledging we certainly don’t need any of them, I

continued ④browsing in the toy department.

[20-21] Choose the one that is grammatically INCORRECT.

20. ① I would rather you came here tomorrow than today.

② It is time you washed away your own ridiculous privilege.

③ If only I had a larger budget, this wouldn’t be a problem.

④ When the test began, I wished I know the answer.

21. ① BTS ascended to the zenith of stardom in a year defined

by struggles to have concerts and meet fans.

② Those funds are already committed, so they are not

available for research in developing countries.

③ Children deserve to have their basic needs met and to be

surrounded by caring adults.

④ The Dakota tribe is prioritized the distribution of vaccines

to those who speak the Dakota language.
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[22-50] Read the following passages and answer the

questions.

[22-23] ‘Product placement,’ also called ‘embedded marketing,’ is a

merchandising strategy for brands to reach their target audiences

by embedding their products into another form of media. This

placement of branded goods or services is often found in

entertainment, namely in movies or television. For examples of

branded product placement in the media, think of movies you’ve

seen. If the lead actor is drinking a clearly labeled ‘Coke’ or

using a clearly labeled ‘Samsung’ cell phone, then this is product

placement. In most cases, large brands will have paid huge sums

of money for their brand to be placed in movies. While the

product placement cost can be high, the payout can be even higher

for the brand. For example, Hershey embedded its chocolate into

the movie E.T. and their profits jumped by 65%. Aside from an

increase in profits, product placement can also boost brand

recognition. The Journal of Management and Marketing Research

estimates that 57.5% of television viewers recognized a brand

embedded in a show when the brand was also advertised during

the show. Even if that doesn’t translate to immediate sales,

higher brand recognition will benefit your business in (A)_______.

22. According to the passage, what are the two benefits of product

placement?

① Increases in profits and brand awareness

② Increases in profits and decreases in costs

③ Economical advertising and creative branding

④ Trendy advertising and efficient branding

23. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① a creative way

② a short time

③ the mean time

④ the long run

[24-25] It is commonly thought that poetic language is beyond

ordinary language, something essentially different, special, and

higher that uses extraordinary instruments like metaphor, which

are beyond the reach of someone who just talks. But great poets

use basically the same tools we use; what makes them different is

their talent for using these tools, and their skill in using them,

which they acquire from sustained attention, study, and practice.

Metaphor is a tool so ordinary that we use it unconsciously and

automatically, with so little effort that we hardly notice it. It is

(A)_______: metaphor suffuses our thoughts, no matter what we

are thinking about. It is accessible to everyone: as children, we

automatically, as a matter of course, acquire a mastery of

everyday metaphor. It is conventional: metaphor is an integral part

of our ordinary everyday thought and language. And it is

(B)_______: metaphor allows us to understand our selves and our

world in ways that no other modes of thought can. Far from

being merely a matter of words, metaphor is a matter of thought

―all kinds of thought: thought about emotion, society, human

character, language, the nature of life and death, etc.

24. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① Great poets gifted at using poetic tools creatively

② Metaphor as a conventional rhetorical device

③ Metaphor’s pervasiveness in everyday thought and language

④ Poetic language as an extraordinary tool exclusive for poets

25. Which of the following ordered pairs best fits into (A) and

(B)?

① omnipresent - irreplaceable

② absolute - immutable

③ ubiquitous - impermanent

④ complementary - non-substitutable

[26-27] Research has shown that ‘myside bias’ is displayed in a

variety of experimental situations: people evaluate the same

virtuous act more favorably if committed by a member of their

own group and evaluate a negative act (A)_______ if committed by

a member of their own group; they evaluate an identical

experiment more favorably if the results support their prior beliefs

than if the results (B)_______ their prior beliefs; and when

searching for information, people select information sources that

are likely to support their own position. In addition, the

interpretation of a purely numerical display of outcome data is

tipped in the direction of the subject’s prior belief. (C)Even

judgments of logical validity are similarly skewed. Valid syllogisms

with the conclusion “therefore, marijuana should be legal” are

easier for liberals to judge correctly and harder for conservatives;

whereas valid syllogisms with the conclusion “therefore, no one

has the right to end the life of a fetus” are harder for liberals to

judge correctly and easier for conservatives.

26. Which of the following ordered pairs best fits into (A) and

(B)?

① more favorably - support

② more unfavorably - challenge

③ less favorably - confirm

④ less unfavorably - contradict

27. According to the passage, (C) means that people _______.

① confuse mechanical logic with tendencies in general

② interpret syllogisms based on their logical structure

③ evaluate syllogisms with respect to the objectivity of the

conclusion

④ judge logic based on whether the conclusion agrees with

their prior belief
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[28-30] The famous French philosopher Denis Diderot lived nearly

his entire life in poverty, but that all changed in 1765. Diderot was

52 years old and his daughter was about to be married, but he

could not afford to provide a dowry. When Catherine the Great,

the Empress of Russia, heard of Diderot’s financial troubles she

offered to buy his library from him for a huge amount of money.

Suddenly, Diderot had money to spare. Shortly after this lucky

sale, Diderot acquired a new scarlet robe. Diderot’s scarlet robe

was so beautiful that he immediately noticed how (A)_______ it

seemed when surrounded by the rest of his common possessions.

He soon felt the urge to buy some new things to match the

beauty of his robe. He replaced his old rug with a new one from

Damascus. He decorated his home with beautiful sculptures and a

better kitchen table. These reactive purchases have become known

as the Diderot Effect. It states that obtaining a new possession

often creates a spiral of consumption leading you to acquire more

new things. As a result, we (B)end up buying things that our

previous selves never needed to feel happy or fulfilled.

28. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?

① The Diderot Effect: Why We Buy Things We Don’t Need

② The Ingenuity of Diderot: How He Overcame Poverty

③ The Privacy of Diderot: What Is Not Known

④ The Double Life of Diderot: Man of Poverty and Luxury

29. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① out of focus

② out of season

③ out of place

④ out of the question

30. Which of the following is closest in meaning to (B)?

① Eventually come to buy things

② Decisively stop buying things

③ Unconsciously suspend buying things

④ Constantly hesitate to buy things

[31～40: 2.5 points each]

[31-32] Some university students are expressing concern about

software being used to catch cheating during online exams.

Although most instructors have adapted their courses to avoid

online exams during the pandemic, some still require them. For

these, students are required to download proctor programs that

access their web cameras that monitor the students during the

exam to make sure they are not cheating. The programs were

developed specifically for universities and are not intrusive

AI-powered software or external service providers. That means

the programs do not allow remote access to the computers on

which they are installed, so they cannot spy on files, browsing

history, or other applications. But student representatives say

students still have privacy concerns. “It is putting a camera into

every student’s home, and they might not be comfortable with

that. For example, what if a roommate accidentally walks in on a

student who’s taking an exam,” one student asked. “If a prof sees

that and deems it as suspicious behavior, they could fail a student

because of that.” Some student associations are asking universities

to develop a different way to monitor timed exams, especially

when students are already under added stress due to the

pandemic.

31. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① Anti-cheating software preferred by most professors

② Students’ ambivalence about being spied upon by AI

③ Anti-cheating programs spying on a student’s files

④ Use of anti-cheating software causing controversy

32. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT

true?

① Something innocent during online exams could be considered

suspicious behavior.

② External service providers are not involved in the

anti-cheating program.

③ Students want universities to change how they proctor timed

exams.

④ The proctor programs are designed to monitor a student’s

private files.

[33-34] No one doubts, theoretically, the importance of fostering in

school good habits of thinking. Thinking not connected with

increase of efficiency in action has something the matter with it.

And skill obtained apart from thinking is not connected with any

sense of the purposes for which it is to be used. It consequently

leaves the students at the mercy of their routine habits and of the

authoritative control of others who know what they are about and

who are unscrupulous as to their means of achievement. And

information severed from thoughtful action is dead, a

mind-crushing load. Since it simulates knowledge and thereby

develops the poison of conceit, it is a most powerful obstacle to

further growth in the grace of intelligence. The sole direct path to

enduring improvement in the methods of instruction and learning

consists in centering upon the conditions which exact, promote,

and test thinking. Thinking is the method of intelligent learning, of

learning that employs and rewards mind.

33. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① Importance of good training in thinking for students

② Importance of acquiring information through thinking

③ Importance of intelligence to find purposes in life

④ Importance of habit-formation through methodical thinking

34. According to the passage, people who have skill without

critical thinking _______.

① do not know how to modify it for improved outcome

② do not put it in action for someone else’s purposes

③ are easily manipulated by people with ill intent

④ are unable to form constructive habits in learning
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[35-37] A rare, 60-page map of the world illustrated 430 years ago

during the Renaissance era is finally on display. Historians know

some basic details about the (A)_______, Urbano Monte

(1544-1613), who lived in Milan, Italy. Because of his family’s

affluence, Monte didn’t have to work. Rather, he spent his time

collecting books for his library and pursuing scholarly interests,

including map-making. A visit to the first Japanese embassy in

Europe piqued his interest in geography. So, he embarked on his

map-making project to consolidate geographic knowledge. Relying

on contemporary sources, he drew the map, which employs a

unique Arctic perspective. This projection is very unusual but

fairly accurate for its time. One of the places that seems the most

distorted is Antarctica, because if you look from the top, it’s going

to be really big at (B)the bottom. In addition to drawing what he

knew of the world’s continents and islands, Monte speckled the

map with illustrations of fantastic beasts, including unicorns,

mermaids, griffins, and even a giant bird carrying an elephant. He

also drew political leaders and their armed forces, including Philip

II of Spain and several ships from his Spanish Armada dotting the

Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Curiously, even though Monte had met

with the Japanese delegation, he drew the Japanese islands

horizontally instead of vertically. However, he made Japan quite

large and filled in its geography, displaying his knowledge about

the Land of the Rising Sun.

35. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① anthropologist ② geologist

③ oceanographer ④ cartographer

36. Which of the following is closest to what (B) refers to?

① The North Pole

② The South Pole

③ The Land of the Rising Sun

④ The Pacific and Atlantic oceans

37. Which of the following is true of Monte’s map?

① It was designed for the convenience of those who would

travel the world.

② It is based on field trips and is very accurate from today’s

standards.

③ It depicts a world populated by mythical creatures as well

as prominent figures.

④ It shows a unique Antarctica-centered view of the world for

the time.

[38-40] As unproven theories and rumors multiplied online during

the US election, major social media platforms took more

aggressive action than ever before to limit the reach of

unsubstantiated or false claims that could undermine confidence in

the democratic process. But one area that has become increasingly

worrisome to misinformation researchers is live-streamed videos.

In the months leading up to the election, platforms have taken

down violent content, made misleading posts less visible, and

added warning labels to false claims. Those are all tools that are

nearly impossible to apply in real-time to live video. (A)This

framework, which is very effective for static content, does not

work as well in this situation. The streams often occupy an

ambiguous gray zone, where it is difficult for the platform’s

automated detection systems or human moderators to quickly flag

this type of inappropriate content. (B)That is in part because it is

harder to search video content as opposed to text. It is a lot

harder to scrutinize what is going on, and it is a lot more

time-consuming. A feed of mostly opinion, speculation, or coverage

of a live event, like a protest, can suddenly take a hard turn into

conspiratorial narratives.

38. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?

① Power of Social Media in the Recent US Election

② Difficulties of Detecting Misinformation in Live Video

③ Ambiguity of Video and Text Contents in Social Media

④ Effects of Media Violations during the US Election

39. According to the passage, which of the following best

characterizes (A)?

① Record, edit, and upload

② Recommend, allow, and ban

③ Remove, reduce, and inform

④ Acknowledge, tolerate, and accept

40. Which of the following is closest to what (B) refers to?

① Searching video content

② Automated detection system

③ Difficulty in detecting bad content

④ Scrutinizing conspiratorial narratives

[41～50: 3 points each]

[41-42] Custom has not been commonly regarded as a subject of

any great importance. The inner workings of our own brains we

feel to be uniquely worthy of investigation, but custom, we often

think, is behavior at its most commonplace. As a matter of fact, it

is the other way around. The fact of first-rate importance is the

predominant role that custom plays in experience and in belief, and

the great varieties it may manifest. Nobody ever looks at the

world with pristine eyes. One sees it edited by a definite set of

customs and institutions and ways of thinking. Even in their

philosophical probings people cannot go behind these stereotypes;

their very concepts of the true and the false will still have

reference to their particular traditional customs. The life history of

individuals is first and foremost an accommodation to the patterns

and standards traditionally handed down in their community. From

the moment of their birth the customs into which they are born

shape their experience and behavior. Every child that is born into

their group will share its customs with it, and no child born into

one on the opposite side of the globe can ever achieve a

thousandth part. There is no social problem that is more

incumbent upon us to understand than the role of custom.

41. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① The significance of the study of custom

② The vital role of community in forming custom

③ The fallacy of looking at custom with stereotypes

④ The formative force of the brain in creating custom

42. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

① How brain works is made visible only in how we act.

② Human growth is a process of accommodation of custom.

③ Universality of custom is evidence of human commonalities.

④ A child has the innate abilities to distinguish the true and

the false.
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[43-44] It seems obvious that the more human-like robots are, the

more familiar we find them. But it’s only true up to a point―then

we find them (A)_______. The ‘uncanny valley’ is a characteristic

dip in emotional response that happens when we encounter an

entity that is almost, but not quite, human. It was first

hypothesized in 1970 by the Japanese roboticist Masahiro Mori,

who proposed that as robots became more human-like, people

would find them to be more acceptable and appealing than their

mechanical counterparts. But this only held true up to a point.

When they were close to, but not quite, human, people developed a

sense of unease and discomfort. If human-likeness increased

beyond this point, and they became very close to human, the

emotional response returned to being (B)_______. It is this

distinctive dip in the relationship between human-likeness and

emotional response that is called the uncanny valley. Anything

with a highly human-like appearance can be subject to the

uncanny valley effect, but the most common examples are

androids, computer game characters, and life-like dolls.

43. Which of the following ordered pairs best fits into (A) and

(B)?

① negative - demanding

② exotic - discomforting

③ affirmative - awkward

④ disturbing - positive

44. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT

true?

① Life-like dolls can induce the uncanny valley effect.

② People would find human-like robots appealing to a certain

extent.

③ The less human-like robots are, the more acceptable we find

them.

④ The uncanny valley effect relates to human emotional

responses.

[45-47] Deep reading, as opposed to the often superficial reading

we do on the Web, is (A)_______ practice, one we ought to take

steps to preserve as we would a historic building or a significant

work of art. Its disappearance would imperil the intellectual and

emotional development of generations growing up online, as well

as the perpetuation of a critical part of our culture: the novels,

poems, and other kinds of literature that can be appreciated only

by readers whose brains, quite literally, have been trained to

apprehend them. (B)Recent research findings in cognitive science,

psychology, and neuroscience have demonstrated that deep reading

―slow, immersive, rich in sensory detail and emotional and moral

complexity―is a distinctive experience, different in kind from the

mere decoding of words. Although deep reading does not, strictly

speaking, require a conventional book, the built-in limits of the

printed page are uniquely conducive to the deep reading

experience. A book’s lack of hyperlinks, for example, (C)frees

readers from making decisions―Should I click on this link or not?

―allowing them to remain fully immersed in the narrative. That

immersion is supported by the way the brain handles language

rich in detail: by creating a mental representation that draws on

the same brain regions that would be active if the scene were

unfolding in real life. The emotional situations and moral dilemmas

that are the stuff of literature are also vigorous exercise for the

brain, propelling us inside the heads of fictional characters and

even, studies suggest, increasing our real-life capacity for

empathy.

45. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① a burgeoning

② an endangered

③ an established

④ a flexible

46. Which of the following CANNOT be inferred from (B)?

① Skimming a passage is not favorable for deep reading.

② Using the Web is the superior way to do deep reading.

③ Deep readers, free from distractions, are attuned to the

nuances of language.

④ Deep readers tend to have high capacity for empathy in

reality.

47. Which of the following is closest in meaning to (C)?

① Allows the reader to decide at any time

② Makes it unnecessary for the reader to decide

③ Deprives the reader of opportunity to make decisions

④ Imposes responsibility on the reader to make decisions

[48-50] Swedish researchers studied 121 patients with depression,

bipolar disorder, and other psychiatric diagnoses, all of whom had

sleep problems. They randomly assigned them to two groups.

(A)The first slept with an 18-pound blanket weighted with metal

chains, and the second with an identical looking three-pound

plastic chain blanket. The study used the Insomnia Severity Index,

a 28-point questionnaire that measures sleep quality, and

participants wore activity sensors on their wrists to measure sleep

time, awakenings, and daytime activity. More than 42% of

(B)those using the heavy blanket scored low enough on the

Insomnia Severity Index to be considered in remission from their

sleep troubles, compared with 3.6% of the controls. The likelihood

of having a 50% reduction on the scale was nearly 26 times

greater in the weighted blanket (C)group. The weighted blankets

did not have a significant effect on total sleep time, but compared

with (D)the controls, the users had a significant decrease in

wakenings after sleep onset, less daytime sleepiness, and fewer

symptoms of depression and anxiety. The senior author

acknowledged that this is only one study and doesn’t provide

scientific proof that the blankets work. “I have colleagues using it,

and they love it,” he said, “but that’s (E)_______. This study is

only an indication that they may work, and more studies should be

done.”

48. Which of the following is the passage mainly about?

① Weighted blankets to improve sleep quality

② A certified therapeutic aid for people with sleeping disorder

③ Studies on mental health conducted in Sweden

④ A cure found for people with depression

49. Which of the following is different from the others in what it

refers to?

① (A) ② (B)

③ (C) ④ (D)

50. Which of the following best fits into (E)?

① conclusive

② underestimated

③ not a hypothesis

④ not proof


